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Abstract. The internet today has grown to be more than just being a basis
for exchanging information. It steadily becomes a platform for processing
business processes. Many companies distribute their service with the help of
web services or integrate other web services into their own workflow.
However, before a web service gets published it should be examined well. We
will introduce a way of examining the controllability of a web service. That
means, we study whether a controller can actually use the functionality
provided by the web service. We propose the interaction graph of a web
service, that is modelled by an open workflow net. To verify whether such
a net is controllable or not it is sufficient to construct a reduced interaction
graph. We will define reduction rules that minimize the size of the graph
greatly. The analysis using the interaction graph as well as the reduction
rules shown in this paper are implemented and have been integrated into an
analysis tool kit for web services.

1 Introduction

In these days enterprises tend to source out functionalities and cooperation across
borders has become increasingly important. For specific tasks so-called virtual en-
terprises are being formed. In this setting, services play an important role. Such a
service basically encapsulates self-contained functions that interact through a well-
defined interface. We assume the essentials of a service to include an identifier (id),
its interface, and its operational behavior. With the help of the interface the ser-
vice can communicate with its environment during the execution. The operational
behavior of a service is a set of operations to be executed according to some inter-
nal control structure. The well-known class of web services is an implementation
of services with an interface specified in WSDL [AIM01] and an id given by an
URI. Throughout this paper we focus on services with operational behavior that
is described as a workflow. We call such a service workflow service. With the raise
of the language BPEL [BIMS02] the class of workflow services has become more
and more important. BPEL provides a means to describe workflow behavior using
certain control structures. It is a notation for web services whose control structure
is modelled as a workflow.

A common example of a workflow service is a travel agency, that usually com-
bines several web services. Surely a travel agency might also be a web service. A
Java program, for instance, is definitely no workflow service, but it might implement
a web service.

Before deploying a workflow service it is of great importance to analyze it thor-
oughly. A workflow service provides certain functionality. Therefore it is advisable
to analyze whether this functionality can be used by another service. That means
whether it is controllable or not. In this paper we consider workflow services as nets
having an interface – the open workflow nets.
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For those nets a technique for analyzing the controllability has been introduced
in [Mar03a] – the communication graph. The edges of those graphs represent com-
munication steps that stand for consuming and producing messages by the net. The
nodes of the graph are divided into visible nodes indicating the start and the end
of each step and not visible nodes depicting the state of the net between an input
and an output of the controller. The graph therefore is compressed into communica-
tion steps. The calculation of each communication step has some implicitly defined
reduction rules. In order to analyze whether the net is controllable the complete
graph has to be calculated.

In this paper we will introduce a different technique for examining the control-
lability of open workflow nets. That is, we will define the interaction graph for an
open workflow net which let’s us decide whether the net is controllable or not. The
complete interaction graph, however, shows all the communication that is possible
between the net and its controller. It represents all reachable states of the net being
analyzed while communicating with its controller. Therefore the complete graph is
huge in size (comparable to the reachability graph of Petri nets). However, this way
it is possible to apply specific reduction rules while building up a reduced graph. As
our case studies show, the resulting graph is extremely smaller then the complete
graph. With the help of our case studies we could even show that the reduced inter-
action graph usually is smaller than the communication graph for the corresponding
net.

The rest of this paper is divided into the following sections. Section 2 provides
the basics of modeling workflow nets. The next section 3 introduces the interac-
tion graphs and defines the control strategy as part of the graph. Furthermore it
motivates the next section by speaking about the complexity of interaction graphs.
Section 4 is the main part of this paper. Here we define different reduction rules
that can be used to reduce the size of the interaction graph with respect to the
controllability analysis. Section 5 shows the results of our case studies we have done
to test our approach in practice. In the last two sections 6 and 7 we give a summary
of this paper and speak about our future work.

2 Open Workflow Nets

A model for workflows has already been suggested by van der Aalst [vdA98]. He
defines a special class of Petri nets, the so-called workflow nets (WFNs), that de-
scribe the control structure of workflows in an adequate way. Since workflow services
are supposed to communicate with other workflow services, additional constructs for
modeling communication channels are needed. We use open workflow nets (oWFNs)
that were introduced in [MRS05]. Those nets are essentially a liberal version of van
der Aalst workflow nets, enriched with communication places. Each communication
place of an oWFN models a channel to send (receive) messages to (from) another
oWFN. This way we abstract from data and model the occurance of messages just
as undistinguishable tokens.

We assume the usual representation of Petri nets N = (P, T, F ), with P being
the set of places (graphically, circles) and T being the set of transitions (graphically,
squares). The set F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) represents the arcs of the net that are
depicted as arrows. A marking is a mapping m : P → N (graphically, m(p) black
tokens on place p). A transition t is enabled at a marking m if for each place p with
(p, t) ∈ F, m(p) ≥ 1.

If enabled at m, the occurance of t then yields the marking m′ with m′(p) =
m(p)− 1 if (p, t) ∈ F and (t, p) 6∈ F, m′(p) = m(p) + 1 if (t, p) ∈ F ) and (p, t) 6∈ F ,
and m′ = m(p) otherwise.
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Definition 1 (Open Workflow Net)
An open workflow net is a Petri net N = (P, T, F ) together with

1. two sets in, out ⊆ P , such that for all transitions t ∈ T holds: if p ∈ in (p ∈ out)
then (t, p) 6∈ F ((p, t) 6∈ F ),

2. a distinguished marking m0, called the initial marking, and
3. a set Ω of distinguished markings, called the final markings of N . ?

The places in in (out) are called input (output) places. The set in ∪ out is called
the interface of N . The inner of N can be obtained from N by removing all in-
terface places, together with their adjacent arcs. We label a transition t connected
to an input (output) place x with ?x and name it receiving transition (!x, send-
ing transition). A transition that is not connected to an interface place is called τ
transition.

The interaction of two oWFNs is reflected by their composition. We assume that
the oWFNs M and N share input- and output elements: (PM ∪TM )∩ (PN ∪TN ) ⊆
(inM ∪ outM ) ∩ (inN ∪ outN ). The composition of M and N yields a new oWFN,
denoted by M ⊕ N . It is constructed by the component-wise union of M and N .
Let M ⊕N be defined by PM⊕N =def PM ∪PN , TM⊕N =def TM ∪TN , FM⊕N =def

FM ∪FN . Each place in outM ∩ inN (or in inM ∩ outN ) turns into an inner place of
M ⊕N . With I =def (outM ∩ inN )∪ (inN ∩outM ), let inM⊕N =def (inM ∪ inN )\ I
and outM⊕N =def (outM ∪ outN ) \ I. For markings mM of M and mN of N let
mM ⊕mN be a marking of M ⊕N , defined for p ∈ PM⊕N by (mM ⊕mN )(p) =def

mM (p) + mN (p), where mM (p) = 0 if p 6∈ PM and mN (p) = 0 if p 6∈ PN . Then, let
m(M⊕N)0 =def mM0 ⊕mN0 and mM⊕N ∈ ΩM⊕N iff mM⊕N = mM ⊕mN for some
mM ∈ ΩM and some mN ∈ ΩN .

A marking m of a oWFN is a deadlock if m enables no transition at all. An
oWFN in which all deadlocks are final markings is called weakly terminating. Given
an oWFN N , we call an oWFN M a strategy for N iff the oWFN N ⊕M is weakly
terminating. N and M then are partners.

Definition 2 (Controllability)
Let N be an oWFN. N is controllable, if there exists an oWFN M , such that the
composed oWFN N ⊕M weakly terminates. ?

Throughout this paper we refer to M as a controller of N and we call a marking a
state of the net. Further we only consider acyclic open workflow nets and we just
permit those final markings that have empty interface places. It is part of further
research to adapt the results shown in this paper to those nets having final markings
that do not necessarily have empty interface places.

3 Interaction Graphs

The interaction graph (IG) of an oWFN has been developed with the reachability
graphs of Petri nets [CST02,Sta90] in mind. In contrast to those graphs it represents
the controller’s point of view. The nodes of the graph are a set of states, which
the net can reach by consuming and producing messages. The edges of the graph
represent the actions of the controller – sending and receiving messages. Basically,
the nodes of the graph are a hypothesis of the controller with respect to the state
of the net. The controller only knows in which set of states the net is in. It does,
however, not know the exact state of the net.

There is communication between the controller and the net. The controller can
control the net in a limited way by sending messages. Whereas by receiving messages
from the net, the controller gets some knowledge about the state the net might be
in. We distinguish two kind of events: (1) sending event means that the controller
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sends a message to the net (labelled by !) and (2) receiving event represents the
receiving of a message (labelled by ?) by the controller.

Example 1. Figure 1 shows the oWFN N1 (Fig. 1(a)) and its interaction graph
IG(N1) (Fig. 1(b)). N1 possesses the interface places {b, c} = in(N1) and {y, z} =

p1

p3

p4

p2

c

b

y

z

?b

!z ?c

!y

(a) N1

[p1]
[p3, y]

[b, p1]
[b, p3, y]

[p2]
[p4, z]

[c, p1]
[c, p3, y]
[p4, y]

[b, c, p1]
[b, c, p3, y]
[b, p4, y]

[c, p2]
[c, p4, z]

[p3]

[p4][b, p3]
[c, p3]
[p4]

[c, p4]
[b, c, p3]
[b, p4]

?y

?y

?y

?z

?z

!c

!c

!b ?y !c

!b !c

(b) IG(N1)

Fig. 1. oWFN N1 and its interaction graph

out(N1). Further, inner(N1) = {p1, p2, p3, p4, ?b, !y, !z, ?c}. The initial marking of
N1 is [p1] and the final marking is [p4]. ?

A net can change its state on its own or by messages being received from the
controller. We differentiate two kinds of states a net can be in. Based on that we
define a set of states a net can be in without having to interact with the controller.

Definition 3 (State Set of an oWFN)
Let N = (P, T, F ) be an oWFN and let z be a state of N . We call state z (i) maximal,

if {z′ | ∃t ∈ T : z
t−→ z′} = ∅ and (ii) transient, otherwise. The set Z is a state set of

N , iff ∀z ∈ Z : (z is transient ∧ ∃t ∈ T ∃z′ ∈ Z : z
t−→ z′) ∨ (z is maximal). ?

The root node of the IG in Fig. 1(b) contains the state set {[p1], [p3, y]}. The state
[p1] is transient, since the net can switch to state [p3, y] on its own. This state is
maximal. N1 cannot switch to another state on its own. Therefore the two states
[p1] and [p3, y] make up a state set.

A state of an oWFN is a multiset. The sum of two multisets P +Q is the multiset
where the multiplicity of an element in P +Q is equal to the sum of the multiplicities
of the element in P and in Q.

Each state set of an oWFN can activate sending- and receiving events. We use
the following definition for computing the sets of events that are activated within a
state set.
Definition 4 (Activation of Sending- and Receiving Events)
Let Z be a state set of an oWFN N . The sending event !A = {a1, . . . , an} with

A ⊆ in(N) is activated in Z, iff ∃z ∈ Z : z + a1 + · · · + an
?a1,...,an−−−−−−→ z′ ∧ z[a1] =

· · · = z[an] = 0. The receiving event ?B = {b1, . . . , bm} is activated in Z, iff ∃z ∈
Z : z[b1] ≥ 1 ∧ · · · ∧ z[bm] ≥ 1 ∧B ⊆ out(N). ?

Definition 5 (Activated Sending- and Receiving Events)
Let Z = {z1, z2, . . . , zn} be a state set of an oWFN N , let i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let !A be
a sending event and ?B a receiving event. The following sets are defined for Z.
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– Set of activated sending events: S(zi) = {A | ∃z′i : zi+A
?A−−→ z′i∧zi[A] = 0∧A ⊆

in(N)} and S(Z) = S(z1) ∪ S(z2) ∪ · · · ∪ S(zn)
– Set of activated receiving events: R(zi) = {B | zi[B] ≥ 1∧B ⊆ out(N)}∩{{p} |

p ∈ out(N)} and R(Z) = R(z1) ∪R(z2) ∪ · · · ∪ R(zn) ?

Lets take a look at Fig. 1(b) again. The root node activates the sending events !b
and !c, because [p1] + [b] ?b−→ [p2] and [p3, y] + [c] ?c−→ [p4] with b, c ⊆ in(N1). That
means, the sum of two multisets leads to a new multiset, which is a new state of
the net. The node further activates the receiving event ?y, because [p3, y][y] = 1
(multiplicity of y in the multiset [p3, y]) and y ⊆ out(N1). So, we have for the root
node A(N1) = {[p1], [p3, y]}: S(A(N1)) = {b, c} and R(A(N1)) = {y}.

In order to compute the interaction graph we need to calculate the successor
state set based on the actual state set.
Definition 6 (Computation of the Successor State Set)
Let Z be a state set of an oWFN N . Let !A be a sending event with A =
{a1, . . . , an} ∈ S(Z). Let ?B be a receiving event with B = {b1, . . . , bm} ∈ R(Z).
The successor state set Z ′ is computed with respect to the type of event (sending,
receiving):

(a) sending event : Z ′ = {z′ | z ∈ Z : z + a1 + · · ·+ an
∗−→ z′}

(b) receiving event : Z ′ = {z − b1 − · · · − bm | z ∈ Z ∧ z[b1] ≥ 1 ∧ · · · ∧ z[bm] ≥
1 ∧B ⊆ out(N)} ?

The successor state set of a sending event !A contains all states, that can be reached
from the actual state set by sending the messages A: (1) The messages A might
remain in the message channels. Thus, the states Z + A are added to the successor
state set. (2) All those states are added to the successor state set, that can be
reached by firing transitions. So, we calculate the successor states of the transient
states, that we just added to the successor state set. In particular the receiving
transition that activated the sending event !A will fire.

Receiving messages B means deleting those messages from the corresponding
channels. Therefore, those message channels of the state which activates that re-
ceiving event B are not empty. The successor state is calculated by subtracting B.
Thus, the successor state set contains the successor states of those states only that
activate the receiving event ?B.

We will now define the complete interaction graph of an oWFN.

Definition 7 (Interaction Graph of an oWFN)
Let N = (P, T, F ) be an oWFN. The interaction graph of N is the directed graph
IG(N) = [RN (A(N)), BN ], with the root node A(N) = {z | m0

∗−→ z}, the set of
edges BN = {[Z, E,Z ′] | Z,Z ′ ∈ RN (A(N)) ∧ Z E−→ Z ′ with E ∈ (R(Z) ∪ S(Z))}
and RN (Z) := {Z ′ | Z ∗−→ Z ′}.

The node V ∈ RN (A(N)) is a terminal node, iff R(V ) = S(V ) = ∅. ?

For simplicity we will write V ∈ IG(N) instead of V ∈ RN (A(N)), meaning V is a
node in IG(N).

3.1 Controllability in Interaction Graphs

The interaction graph of an oWFN depicts all possible states an oWFN can reach
due to sending- and receiving events. We will now concentrate on answering the
question about whether an oWFN is controllable. So, is it possible from the point
of view of the controller that a sequence of sending- and receiving events will lead
the net to terminate correctly? That means, is it possible starting from its initial
state that the net will reach a final marking?
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Control Strategy A control strategy is a sequence of sending- and receiving events
such that the net reaches a final marking.

We will now classify the end nodes of an interaction graph formally.

Definition 8 (Good/ Bad End Node of an IG)
Let V be a terminal node by Def. 7 in the interaction graph of an oWFN and let Ω
be the set of the final markings of the open workflow net. We call V a (i) good end
node, iff ∀z ∈ V : z

∗−→ Ω′ ∈ Ω holds and (ii) bad end node, otherwise. ?

The interaction graph in Fig. 1(b) has three different end nodes. The end node
{[c, p3], [p4]} is a good end node. Its state set consists of two states – [c, p3] is
transient leading to state [p4] and [p4] is maximal and the final marking of the net.
The end nodes {[b, c, p3], [b, p4]} and {[c, p4]} are bad end nodes. Both nodes do not
activate any events. Further, there is no maximal state that is a final marking of
the net.

Control Strategy in the Interaction Graph. As we look for a control strategy
in the interaction graph we intuitively try to find a way from the root node to the
good end nodes of the graph. The root node is just the initial state of the net and the
good end nodes are basically those states indicating the net has weakly terminated.
If there are bad end nodes we have to classify all nodes of the graph systematically.
We hereby differentiate two types of nodes.

Definition 9 (Good Node)
Let V be a node in IG(N). (i) If V is a good end node by Def. 8 in IG(N), then
V is a good node. (ii) If V is not a terminal node by Def. 7 in IG(N) and there is
at least one event activated in each maximal state of V that leads to a good node,
then V is a good node. ?

The node {[c, p1], [c, p3, y], [p4, y]} is a good node in the IG of Fig. 1(b). There is
one maximal state in that node – [p4, y]. This state activates the receiving event ?y

that leads to a good end node of the graph.

Definition 10 (Bad Node)
Let V be a node in IG(N). V is a bad node, if at least one of the following properties
is true for V : (i) V is a bad end node by Def. 8. (ii) There is at least one maximal
state z ∈ V , such that all events activated in z lead to a bad node. (iii) All outgoing
edges of V lead to a bad node. (iv) All incoming edges of V come from bad nodes.?

Let’s take a look at Fig. 1(b) again. There is a node {[p4]}. [p4] is a final marking
of the net. Hence, we could assume this node to be a good end node. However,
during the analysis we declare this node to be a bad end node. This node has only
one incoming edge ?z. This edge comes from node {[b, p1], [b, p3, y], [p2], [p4, z]}. The
maximal state [b, p3, y] activates two events – ?y and !c. Since both events lead to a
bad end node, the node is declared to be a bad node. Therefore the node {[p4]} is
a bad node as well.

As we can easily see in the example above, the analysis of the nodes might
identify a node to be good at first and declaring it to be bad later on. In the
following we will also classify the states of a node.

Definition 11 (Good State)
Let V be a good node in the interaction graph IG(N). Every maximal state z of V
is a good state: (i) If V is a good end node by Def. 8, then z = Ω′ ∈ Ω holds. (ii) If
V is not a terminal node by Def. 7, then ∃e ∈ (R(z) ∪ S(z)) : V

e−→ V ′ and V ′ is a
good node. ?
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The maximal state [b, p3, y] of the example above is not a good state of the node
{[b, p1], [b, p3, y], [p2], [p4, z]}. However, the maximal state [p3] of node {[p3]} in
Fig. 1(b) is a good state since it activates the sending event !c which leads to a
good end node.

We will now define a subgraph in the interaction graph – the control strategy.

Definition 12 (Control Strategy in the Interaction Graph)
Let N be an oWFN and let IG(N) be its interaction graph with the root node
A(N). Let IGc(N) v IG(N) be a subgraph of IG(N) with the set of nodes Vc. The
graph IGc(N) is called control strategy of N , if it holds:

(i) The node A(N) is the root node of IGc(N).
(ii) The leafs of the subgraph IGc(N) are good end nodes in IG(N).
(iii) For every node v ∈ Vc and every maximal state z ∈ v there exists an event,

which is activated in z and leads to a good successor node of v in IGc(N). ?

The control strategy1 of an interaction graph consists of good nodes only. Starting
from every node of the control strategy we can always reach a good end node.
Therefore we can consider the control strategy as an operating guideline for the
respective oWFN. With the help of the control strategy the controller can control
the net in a way that it eventually terminates weakly.

In case of our example depicted in Fig. 1(b) we can conclude that the oWFN N1

is controllable. By analyzing the interaction graph we can find a control strategy.
The controller has two options: sending a c and then receiving a y or first receiving
y and then sending a c. Both ways lead the oWFN N1 to terminate weakly.

3.2 Complexity of Interaction Graphs

Interaction graphs were developed based on the reachability graphs of Petri nets.
Those graphs as well as the interaction graphs suffer from the so-called state-space-
explosion [Val88]. The number of states that a net can be in is extremely huge. As
far as the interaction graphs are concerned we can see two dimensions of complexity
– the number of nodes (comparable to the reachability graphs of Petri nets) and
the size of the nodes. That is the size of the state sets.

Proposition 1 (Size of the Successor State Set): Let Z be a state set of an
oWFN. Let !A = {a1, . . . , an} be a sending event and let ?B = {b1, . . . , bm} be a
receiving event. The following holds for the succssor state set Z ′.

(i) sending event : ∃Z ′ : Z !a1,...,an−−−−−−→ Z ′ ⇒ Z + a1 + · · ·+ an ⊂ Z ′
(ii) receiving event : ∃Z ′ : Z ?b1,...,bm−−−−−−→ Z ′ ⇒ Z ⊇ Z ′ + b1 + · · ·+ bm ?

The notation Z + x represents the set {z + x | z ∈ Z}.
Proof (Proposition 1): (i) It is to show Z + a1 + · · · + an ⊂ Z ′. Let !A be

the activated sending event for which the successor node is being calculated.
By Def. 6 it holds Z + a1 + · · ·+ an ⊆ Z ′. By Def. 4 there exists at least one
z ∈ Z with z + A

?A−−→ z′ and z[A] = 0, that activates the sending event !A.
By Def. 6 we can find a state z′ in the state set Z ′ of the successor node for
which z +A

?A−−→ z′ holds. It holds for state z′ z′[A] = 0, because transition ?A
has fired. Therefore we have z′ ∈ Z ′ and z′ 6∈ Z + A.

1 In this paper the control strategy of an interaction graph is depicted as a solid line.
Those nodes and edges that do not belong to the control strategy of the graph are
drawn with dashed lines.
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(ii) Let !B be a receiving event. It is to show: Z ′ + B ⊆ Z. Let z ∈ Z ′ + B be
arbitrarily chosen. Then z − B ∈ Z ′ holds. By Def. 6 we have Z ′ = {z − B |
z ∈ Z ∧ z[B] ≥ 1}. Consequently we have z ∈ Z. ¤

Sending events let the size of the successor node grow by at least one more state.
Just the receiving events can reduce the size of the successor node.

4 Reduction of Interaction Graphs

In this section we will introduce reduction rules that will reduce the number of
events being considered for building up the interaction graph. For every reduced
interaction graph we will proof that it still can be used for showing that the asso-
ciated net is controllable. At the end we will define a (reduced) interaction graph
that combines all reduction rules in a certain way and will then be the basis for an
efficient computation of a control strategy and therefore can be used for the analysis
of controllability of a net.

By constructing the whole interaction graph we have considered all activated
sending events and receiving events. For showing that a net is controllable we do
not necessarily have to consider all possible events. In the following we will show
rules that tell us which activated events are necessary for the computation of the
interaction graph.

We will use the following naming convention: Every interaction graph will be
abbreviated by IGX(N) with X being a shortcut for the rule. Further, we define
new sets of activated events that we will name reduced activated sending (receiving)
events. Hereby, we again use the X as a subscript to indicate the associated rule. The
set of all maximal states of a node in the interaction graph will be called Zmax(V )
with Zmax(V ) = {z | z ∈ V ∧ z is maximal}.

4.1 Transient States

It is possible that there are transient states within a node of the interaction graph.
Being in a transient state the net can change to another state without letting its con-
troller know. So, just the maximal states supply a surety in a certain way. Suppose
a transient state activates a sending event. If the controller now sends a message
to the net, there is no way of knowing that the net will ever consume this message.
The net might just have switched to another state, which does not activate this
event anymore. So, we will only consider the maximal states of a node to compute
the activated events.

Example 2. Let us take a look at Fig. 1 again. It shows the oWFN N1 (Fig. 1(a))
and its complete interaction graph IG(N1) (Fig. 1(b)). There are two different states
in the root node of the interaction graph – [p1] (transient) and [p3, y] (maximal).
During the calculation of the complete interaction graph (Fig. 1(b)) the sending
event !b was considered. This sending event is only activated in the transient state
[p1]. The maximal state [p3, y] activates the sending event !c and the receiving event
?y. For the calculation of the reduced interaction graph (see Fig. 2) we now use the
sending event !c and the receiving event ?y only. ?

Definition 13 (Reduction by Maximal States)
Let N be an oWFN with A(N) being the set of its initial states. The reduced
interaction graph IGmax(N)2 of N is a directed graph [V, E] with nodes V and
edges E. It is defined inductively as follows.
2 max stands for ”Maximal States”.
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[p1]
[p3, y]

[c, p1]
[c, p3, y]
[p4, y]

[p3]

[c, p3]
[p4]

?y

?y !c

!c

Fig. 2. Reduced IG of N1 where only maximal states are considered.

(i) The set of states A(N) is the root node of IGmax(N).
(ii) If K ∈ IGmax(N), K is not a terminal node by Def. 7 and there is an M ∈

(R(Zmax(K))∪S(Zmax(K))), then K ′ with K
M−→ K ′ is a node and [K,M,K ′]

is an edge in IGmax(N). ?

Proposition 2: Let N be an oWFN. If IG(N) contains a control strategy, then
there is a control strategy in IGmax(N). ?

Proof (Proposition 2): Let IG(N) be an interaction graph of the oWFN N
with the control strategy IGc(N) by Def. 12 and let IGmax(N) be the reduced
interaction graph of N by Def. 13. It is to show that there exists a control strategy
IGmaxc(N) in IGmax(N).

The root node of the graphs IG(N), IGc(N) and IGmax(N) are equal by Def. 13.
We set the root node of IGmaxc(N) equal to the root node of IGc(N). For every
node V with V ∈ IGc(N) and V ∈ IGmax(N) and V is not a terminal node by
Def. 7, those successor nodes of V from IGc(N) will be taken into IGmaxc(N), that
are computed by events being activated in maximal states of V .

We claim that IGmaxc(N) is a control strategy in IGmax(N). The root node of
IGmaxc(N) is equal to the root node of IGmax(N) and the root node of IGc(N)
by construction. By Def. 12 it holds: if V ∈ IGc(N) and V is not a terminal node,
then for every maximal state in V there exists at least one event, which leads to a
node in IGc(N). Let V ′ ∈ IGc(N) be the set of successor nodes of V in IGc(N),
which are computed by events, that are activated in the maximal states of V . Node
V is in IGmax(N) by construction. The successor nodes V ′ are in IGmax(N) as
well, because they were computed by events, that were activated in maximal states.
By construction the nodes of V ′ were put into IGmaxc(N). Therefore it holds: If
K ∈ IGmaxc(N) and K is not a terminal node, there exists for every maximal
state in K at least one event, which leads to a node in IGmaxc(N). Because just
nodes from IGc(N) were taken into IGmaxc(N) and the end nodes of IGmax(N)
are terminal nodes, the end nodes of IGmaxc(N) are good end nodes.

Therefore we can conclude, that there exists a control strategy IGmaxc(N)
in IGmax(N), if there is a control strategy IGc(N) for IG(N). By construction
IGmaxc(N) v IGc(N) holds. ¤

We have shown, that we can use the reduced interaction graph by rule 13 for the
controllability analysis. Therefore we will integrate this rule into the following re-
duction rules. Thus, we will only consider the maximal states of a node to compute
the activated events for the computation of the successor nodes.
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4.2 Left Behind Messages

One of the main reasons for a node to be assigned bad during the computation of
the control strategy (see Sec. 3.1), is that messages remain in the message channels.
The net eventually terminates with some of its channels not being empty. In this
section we will take a closer look at each node and its maximal states in order to
figure out if there is a maximal state which leads to a bad end node. Therefore we
first determine which sending events are activated. If all maximal states activate the
same sending events, the associated messages will be consumed right away. So, the
more interesting case is the one where there are messages being sent that cannot or
will not be consumed immediately. With the analysis of the structure of the node
we want to achieve two things:

(i) Early identification of those nodes, that will be classified as bad nodes during
the computation of the control strategy later on (refer to example 3(a)).

(ii) Setting up a black list of sending events, that will eventually lead to bad nodes
(refer to example 3(b)).

Example 3. (a) Figure 3(a) depicts the oWFN N2. A part of the corresponding
interaction graph is shown in Fig. 3(b). Let’s take a look at the state set of the
first node of the graph. The net can either be in state p4 or in state p5. Both
maximal states activate different sending events. As we go on in the graph we
can easily see that each message which cannot be consumed by the other state
right away will stay in the message channel. There is no upcoming receiving
transition that can consume the respective message.
The idea behind the reduction rule in this section is not to consider the sending
events !c and !d for the calculation of successor nodes. Therefore we get the
reduced interaction graph of N2 that is depicted in Fig. 3(c).

p1

p6

p3

p5

p2

p4

a

d

c

b

?a

?b

?c

?a

?d

?b

(a) oWFN N2 (b) Part of the IG
of N2

(c) Part of the
reduced IG of
N2

Fig. 3. Left behind messages – I.

(b) We now extend the oWFN N2 in a way that the state p4 activates the send-
ing event !d as well (see Fig. 4(a)). The state p5, however, still activates the
sending event !d only. As we can tell from the interaction graph (see Fig. 4(b)),
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the sending of message d now leads to a good end node. The message can be
consumed by both maximal states p4 and p5. But the message c stays in the
message channel and therefore the sending event !c leads to a bad end node.
Because of the analysis of the node, we do not calculate the successor nodes of
the sending event !c anymore. The corresponding reduced interaction graph is
shown in Fig. 4(c). ?

p5

p6

p4d

c
?c ?d?d

(a) Part of oWFN N3 (b) Part of the IG
of N3

(c) Part of the re-
duced IG of N3

Fig. 4. Left behind messages – II.

During the early identification of nodes and the creation of the black list we will
restrict ourselves to considering only those states of a node, that are maximal and
that activate sending events only. We will call this set of states Zms.

Early Detection. For every state of Zms we compute the set of activated sending
events. Now, for every sending event we check if the message sent can be consumed
by the other maximal states of the node. Note, that messages do not necessarily
have to be consumed right away. They can be consumed later on as well and thus
will remain in the message channels at first. If we are able to find a maximal state
in Zms, that activates sending events which will never be consumed by another
maximal state of the node, we will classify this node as bad. The definition of the
control strategy requires for every maximal state at least one event that leads to a
good node. But we have found one maximal state, that activates just sending events,
which will never be consumed by all other maximal states. Therefore no good end
node is possible anymore.

In example 3(a) the first node of the IG in Fig. 3(b) was detected to be bad.
Therefore its successor nodes were not calculated anymore (see Fig. 3(c)).

Black List. During the early detection of bad nodes we successively check all sending
events for every state in Zms. It surely is possible that a state in Zms activates more
than one sending event. The control strategy requires that at least one sending event
will lead to a good node. That is why, we want to create a black list of sending events,
that will not lead to a good node. So, should we find a sending event during the
early detection analysis that will not be eventually consumed by all maximal states
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of the node, we will add this event to the black list of the node. As we compute the
successor nodes of the current node, we will not consider the events of the black list
anymore.

Let’s take a look at example 3(b). The black list of the first node of the IG shown
in Fig. 4(b) is {c}. Thus we do not consider the sending event !c for calculating
successor nodes (see Fig. 4(c)).

As we do the early detection analysis and the computation of the black list we
have to find out whether certain messages can be consumed by a state. That means,
if a state is not able to consume a message right away, we have to find out, if this
message can be consumed later on. We will define the set of messages that a state can
consume in the future. Before, we have to define the set of all successor transitions
of a state.

Definition 14 (Set of Successor Transitions)
Let p ∈ P be a place in the Petri net N = (P, T, F ). The set of successor transi-
tions T (p) of place p contains all transitions being reachable from p and is defined
inductively:

A) T (p) = {t | t ∈ p•}
I) If t ∈ T (p) and t′ ∈ (t•)•, then t′ ∈ T (p). ?

Definition 15 (Consumable Messages of a State)
Let N be an oWFN with the interaction graph IG(N). Let V be a node in IG(N).
The set of the consumable messages CM(z) of state z ∈ V is defined as follows.

CM(z) = {µ(t) | p ∈ z ∩ inner(N) ∧ t ∈ T (p)}. ?

The function µ(t) = (•t ∩ in(N)) ∪ (t• ∩ out(N)) returns the name of the messages
that the corresponding transition can produce or consume. With the help of the
consumable messages of a state we abstract from the set of all successor transitions.
We take a look at all internal places of a state z and check, which transitions are
reachable from that place. We then add the corresponding message name of the
transition to the set CM(z).

Definition 16 (Black List)
Let N be an oWFN and let V be a node in the interaction graph of N . The set
BL(V ) is the black list of node V .

BL(V ) = {i | i ∈ S(Zmax(V )) (1)
∧ ∃z1, z2 ∈ Zmax(V ) : i ∈ S(z1) ∧ i 6∈ S(z2) (2)
∧ i 6∈ CM(z2)} (3)

?

The black list of sending events of a node V contains messages of sending events.
These sending events are activated in V (1). There exists at least one state, which
does not activate this event (2). This state will never consume the message associated
with that event (3). Therefore, the message will remain in a message channel. That
is why, we will add this event to the black list of the node.

Corollary 3: Let V be a node in the interaction graph IG(N). Let BL(V ) be the
black list of node V . Let S ∈ BL(V ). If V

S−→ V ′, then V ′ is not a good node. ?

Proof (Corollary 3): Let S ∈ BL(V ). By Def. 16 there exists at least one
state in V that activates the sending event !S. Furthermore, there is at least one
state z2 ∈ Zmax(V ) with S 6∈ S(z2). By Def. 16 S 6∈ CM(z2) holds and by Def. 6
z2 + S ∈ V ′ holds.
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By Def. 15 the set CM(z2) contains all sending events, that are associated with
the receiving transitions reachable by z2. Because S 6∈ CM(z2) holds, there exists
no receiving transition for S, which is reachable from z2. Therefore the message
S cannot be consumed and will remain in the message channel for all successor
states of z2. So there is no sequence of events, which will lead z2 + S to a good end
node. The successor states of z2 are no good states if the sending event !S occurs.
Consequently, the maximal state z2 + S is no good state and the successor node V ′

with V
S−→ V ′ is no good node as well. ¤

We have shown that the sending events of the black list of a node will not lead
to good nodes. Hence, we will not compute the successor nodes of those sending
events.

Definition 17 (Analysis of Sending Events)
Let N be an oWFN and let V be a node in the interaction graph IG(N). The set
of the reduced activated incoming messages Snsa(V )3 is defined as follows.

Snsa(V ) = S(Zmax(V )) \ BL(V ). ?

The black list of sending events will also be a basis for the early detection analysis
described above.

Definition 18 (Bad End Node by Node Analysis)
Let N be an oWFN and let V be a node in IG(N). V is a bad end node by node
analysis, iff

∃z ∈ Zmax(V ) : R(z) = ∅ ∧ (∀i ∈ S(z) : i ∈ BL(V )). ?

We want to classify a node as a bad node, if we find a state in that node, that
(1) activates no receiving events and (2) that activates solely sending events, which
cannot be consumed by any other state of the node. That means, all activated
sending events of that particular state are in the black list of the node.

Now we can define a reduced interaction graph which uses the results obtained
by the node analysis and the sending event analysis.

Definition 19 (Reduction by Node Analysis and Sending Event Analysis)
Let N be an oWFN with A(N) being its set of initial states. The set of the reduced
activated incoming messages Snsa(K) of node K is computed according to Def. 17.
The reduced interaction graph IGnsa(N) of N is a directed graph [V,E] with nodes
V and edges E and is defined inductively as follows.

(i) The set of states A(N) is the root node of IGnsa(N).
(ii) If K ∈ IGnsa(N) and

– K is not a bad node by Def. 18 and K is not a terminal node by Def. 7
and there is a M ∈ (R(Zmax(K)) ∪ Snsa(K)), then K ′ with K

M−→ K ′ is
a node and [K, M, K ′] is an edge in IGnsa(N).

– K is a bad end node by Def. 18 no successor nodes will be computed. ?

The reduced interaction graph Snsa(K) by Def. 19 possesses the same root node
as the complete interaction graph. For the calculation of the successor nodes all
receiving events being activated by maximal states are used with no restriction.
The reduced activated sending events for each node are computed by Def. 17. If a
node is classified as being a bad node by Def. 18 no successor nodes will be computed
from that node.

Proposition 4: Let N be an oWFN. If there is a control strategy in IG(N), then
there is a control strategy in IGnsa(N). ?

3 nsa stands for ”Node Analysis and Sending Event Analysis”
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Proof (Proposition 4): Let N be an oWFN with the interaction graph IG(N).
There exists a control strategy IGc(N) and the reduced interaction graph IGnsa(N)
is computed. It is to show, that there exists a control strategy IGnsac

in IGnsa(N).
We claim that IGnsac is equal to IGc(N). Let V be a node in IGc(N) and in

IGnsa(N) with the black list BL(V ). By Corollary 3 all sending events in BL(V )
will lead to no good nodes. The events, that will lead from V to nodes in IGc(N)
are therefore not contained in BL(V ). Hence, all successor nodes V ∈ IGc(N) of V ,
that are computed by events being activated in the maximal states of V , are nodes
of IGnsa(N) as well. From this it follows that IGnsac

= IGc(N) ¤

We have just shown that we can use the reduced interaction graph IGnsa(N) for
the analysis of the controllability of an oWFN N .

4.3 Both kind of Events activated in one State

We turn our attention to those maximal states, that activate receiving events. If
such a state activates a sending event as well, we let the receiving event occur first.
The sending event will still be activated afterwards. Note, sending events with the
same name can be activated by different receiving transitions. We therefore do not
consider those sending events, that are activated by states that activate receiving
events as well.

Example 4. In Fig. 5 we can see the oWFN N4 with its complete interaction graph
(Fig. 5(b)) and its reduced interaction graph (Fig. 5(c)). The root node of the two

p1

p3

p2

a

b

!a

?b

(a) oWFN
N4

(b) Complete IG
of N4

(c) Reduced IG of
N4

Fig. 5. Receiving before sending.

graphs contains the maximal state [a, p2]. This state activates the receiving event
?a as well as the sending event !b. The controller now shall receive the message a

before sending b. The sending event !b is still activated in the successor node. ?

In order to compute the reduced interaction graph we will now define the set of re-
duced activated sending events of a node of the graph, that fullfills the requirements
we have just described.

Definition 20 (Receiving before Sending)
Let N be an oWFN and let V ∈ IG(N). The set of the reduced activated incoming
messages Srbs(V )4 is defined as follows.

Srbs(V ) = {i | z ∈ Zmax(V ) ∧ i ∈ S(z) ∧R(z) = ∅}. ?

4 rbs stands for ”Receiving Before Sending”.
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For every maximal state of V we check if it activates a sending event and no receiving
event. If this is the case, we will add the activated sending event to the set Srbs(V ).
Consequently, just those sending events are considered to be active that are activated
by states that do not activate any receiving events.

Now we can define the reduced interaction graph based on this rule.

Definition 21 (Reduction by Receiving before Sending)
Let N be an oWFN with A(N) being its set of initial states. The set of the reduced
activated incoming messages Srbs(K) of node K is computed by Def. 20. The re-
duced interaction graph IGrbs(N) of N is a directed graph [V, E] with nodes V and
edges E and is inductively defined as follows.

(i) The set of states A(N) is the root node of IGrbs(N).
(ii) If K ∈ IGrbs(N), K is no terminal node by Def. 7 and there is a M ∈

(R(Zmax(K))∪ Srbs(K)), then K ′ with K
M−→ K ′ is a node and [K, M,K ′] is

an edge in IGrbs(N). ?

We will now show, that the reduced interaction graph by Def. 21 can be used for
the controllability analysis of an oWFN.

Proposition 5: Let N be an oWFN. If there is a control strategy in IG(N), then
there is a control strategy in IGrbs(N). ?

For proofing Proposition 5 we need a few more corollaries and lemmas, that we will
state and proof in the following.

Corollary 6: Let N be an oWFN with the interaction graph IG(N) and let K be
a node in IG(N). If K

S−→ K ′ and S ∈ S(K), then R(K) ⊆ R(K ′) is valid. ?

Proof (Corollary 6): Consider K
S−→ K ′ with S ∈ S(K). Let E be an arbitrary

receiving event out of the set R(K). To show: E ∈ R(K ′). E is a receiving event.
Hence, by Def. 4 ∃z ∈ K : z[E] ≥ 1 ∧ E ⊆ out(N) holds.

1. S 6∈ S(z). By Def. 6 z + S ∈ K ′ is true. Hence, R(K) ⊆ R(K ′).
2. S ∈ S(z). By Def.1 ¬∃t ∈ T : p ∈ •t∧p ∈ out(N) holds. Furthermore, by Def. 6:
Z ′ = {z′ | z + S

∗−→ z′} ⊆ K ′. By computing the set Z ′ no tokens are taken
away from places in out(N). So, it holds ∃z′ ∈ K ′ : z′[E] ≥ 1 and therefore:
R(K) ⊆ R(K ′). ¤

Corollary 7: Let N be an oWFN with the interaction graph IG(N) and let K be a
node in IG(N). Let z be a state in K. If z

E−→ z′ and E ∈ R(z), then S(z) = S(z′).?

Proof (Corollary 7): Let z
E−→ z′ and E ∈ R(z). We need to show: S(z) =

S(z′).

1. S(z) ⊆ S(z′). Let S ∈ S(z) be arbitrarily selected. We show: S ∈ S(z′). By as-
sumption and by Def. 6 z′ = z−E, z[E] ≥ 1 and E ⊆ out(N) hold. Furthermore
we have z[p] = z′[p] for all p ∈ in(N) ∪ inner(N). Consequently, S ∈ S(z′).

2. S(z) ⊇ S(z′). Let S ∈ S(z′) be arbitrarily selected. We show: S ∈ S(z). We
have by Def. 6: z′ + E = z. The sending event S is activated in z′. By Def. 4
∃z′′ : z′ + S

?S−→ z′′ ∧ z′[S] = 0. Because of E ⊆ out(N), z[S] = 0 is valid for z
and z + S activates the receiving transition ?S. Therefore S ∈ S(z) holds. ¤

Corollary 8: Let K be a node in the interaction graph IG(N). Let z ∈ K be a
state and let E ∈ R(z). If z

E−→ z′, then R(z − E) = R(z′). ?
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Proof (Corollary 8): We will show: R(z − E) = R(z′). Because z
E−→ z′ with

E ∈ R(z) holds, we have z′ = z − E by Def. 6. Consequently we have R(z′) =
R(z − E). ¤

Lemma 9: Let K be a node in the interaction graph IG(N). Let z ∈ K be a state
and let E ∈ R(z) and S ∈ S(z). If K

E−→ K ′ S−→ K ′′ and K
S−→ K∗ E−→ K∗∗, then

K ′′ ⊆ K∗∗. ?

Proof (Lemma 9): It is to show: K ′′ ⊆ K∗∗. Let z′′ ∈ K ′′ be arbitrarily selected.
We will show z′′ ∈ K∗∗. We have by Def. 6 K ′′ = {z′′ | z′ ∈ K ′ ∧ z′ + S

∗−→ z′′}.
Hence, there exists a z′ ∈ K ′ with z′ + S

∗−→ z′′. By Proposition 1 z′ + E = z ∈ K

holds. If K
S−→ K∗, then z +S

∗−→ z∗ and z∗ ∈ K∗ and in particular z′+E +S
∗−→ z∗

and z∗ ∈ K∗ hold. Because E ⊆ out(N) and E does not activate or deactivate a
transition, we can find a z∗ ∈ K∗, such that z∗ = z′′+E. We now choose a z∗ ∈ K∗,
which has this property. If K∗ E−→ K∗∗ holds, we have by Def. 6 z∗−E = z′′ ∈ K∗∗.¤

Lemma 10: Let K be a node in the interaction graph IG(N). Let z ∈ K be a
state and let E1, E2 ∈ R(z). If K

E1−−→ K ′ E2−−→ K ′′ and K
E2−−→ K∗ E1−−→ K∗∗, then

K ′′ = K∗∗ holds. ?

Proof (Lemma 10): It is to show: K ′′ = K∗∗.

1. To show: K ′′ ⊆ K∗∗. Let z′′ ∈ K ′′ be arbitrarily selected. We will show: z′′ ∈
K∗∗. By Proposition 1 z′′ + E2 ∈ K ′ and z′′ + E2 + E1 ∈ K hold. By Def. 6
(z′′ + E2 + E1)− E2 ∈ K∗ and (z′′ + E1)− E1 ∈ K∗∗ hold as well.

2. To show: K∗∗ ⊆ K ′′. Let z∗∗ ∈ K∗∗ be arbitrarily selected. We will show:
z∗∗ ∈ K ′′. By Proposition 1 z∗∗ + E1 ∈ K∗ and z∗∗ + E1 + E2 ∈ K hold. By
Def. 6 (z∗∗ + E1 + E2)− E1 ∈ K ′ and (z∗∗ + E2)− E2 ∈ K ′′ hold as well. ¤

Lemma 11: Let K and T be two nodes in the interaction graph IG(N) with
T ⊆ K. If K is a good node in IG(N), then T is a good node in IG(N) as well. ?

Proof (Lemma 11): K is a good node. Therefore the properties defined in Def. 9
hold for K. Let [ω] ⊆ Ω be a final marking of the oWFN N .

(i) Let K be a good end node. By Def. 8 ∀z ∈ K : z
∗−→ [ω] holds for K. There

exists exactly one maximal state in K: [ω]. Since T ⊆ K and T is a node
in IG(N), there is exactly this maximal state [ω] in T as well. By Def. 3 all
transient states of T lead to [ω]. Therefore, T is a good end node.

(ii) Let K not be a terminal node in IG(N). Since K is a good node, there exists
at least one event for every maximal state in K, which leads to a good node.
Let z ∈ Zmax(T ) be chosen arbitrarily. Because of T ⊆ K there exists one
X ∈ (R(z)∪S(z)), such that K

X−→ K ′. We distinguish between two cases for
X:
(a) X ∈ R(z). By Def. 6: K ′ = {z − X | z ∈ K ∧ z[X] ≥ 1}. Since z ∈ T ,

T ⊆ K and T is a node by Def. 3, it holds that T ′ = {z−X | z ∈ T∧z[X] ≥
1} ⊆ K ′ and T ′ is a node by Def. 3.

(b) X ∈ S(z). By Def. 6: K ′ = {z′ | z ∈ K : z +X
∗−→ z′}. Since z ∈ T , T ⊆ K

and T is a node by Def. 3, it holds that T ′ = {z′ | z ∈ T : z+X
∗−→ z′} ⊆ K ′

and T ′ is a node by Def. 3. ¤

The following Lemma 12 plays a central role in the proof of Proposition 5. We will
show that every receiving event being activated in a good node leads from that good
node to a good successor node.
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Lemma 12: Let N be an oWFN with the interaction graph IG(N). Let K be a
node in the control strategy IGc(N). All receiving events R(K) lead to a node in
IGc(K). ?

Proof (Lemma 12): Assume there exists a good node K ∈ IGc(N) with K
E−→

K ′, K ′ is a bad node and E ∈ R(K). We choose K ∈ IGc(N) in such a way, that
K

E−→ K ′ is the last such sequence of nodes in IGc(N). By last sequence we mean,
that there are no nodes K1 and K ′

1, such that K1
E−→ K ′

1 with K1 ∈ IGc(N) is a
good node and K ′

1 is a bad node and K
∗−→ K1. Since both IG(N) and IGc(N) are

acyclic and finite, there exists such a last sequence.
Because K ′ is a bad node, K ′ fullfills at least one of the properties of Def. 10.

We will show, that those properties of K ′ lead to a contradiction.

(i) Let K ′ be a bad end node. Hence, S(K ′) = R(K ′) = ∅ is true by Def. 7. Let
z′ ∈ K ′ be arbitrarily selected. It holds: R(z′) = S(z′) = ∅. By Proposition 1
z′ + E = z ∈ K holds. By Corollary 7 S(z′) = S(z) = ∅ holds and by Corol-
lary 8 R(z −E) = R(z′) = ∅ is valid. There exists no event for state z, which
leads to a good node. Therefore K is no good node. This is a contradiction to
our assumption.

(ii) There exists at least one state in K ′, such that all events being activated in
that state lead to a bad node. Let z′ ∈ K ′ with K ′ X−→ K ′′ and K ′′ is a
bad node and X ∈ (R(z′) ∪ S(z′)) be chosen arbitrarily. By Proposition 1
z′ + E = z ∈ K holds. Since K is a good node and since the receiving event
?E leads to a bad node from K, there exists an event X ∈ (R(z)\{E}∪S(z))
with K

X−→ K∗ and K∗ is a good node. We distinguish between two cases for
X:
(a) X ∈ R(z). By Corollary 8 the receiving event E ∈ R(z) is still activated

in K∗. By Lemma 10 K
E−→ K ′ X−→ K ′′ and K

X−→ K∗ E−→ K ′′ hold. K ′′

is a bad node after our premise. This is, however, a contradiction to our
assumption, that K

E−→ K ′ is the last such sequence of nodes in IG(N).
(b) X ∈ S(z). By Corollary 6 the receiving event E ∈ R(z) in K∗ is still

activated. By Lemma 9 the following holds: if K
E−→ K ′ X−→ K ′′ and

K
X−→ K∗ E−→ K∗∗, then K ′′ is a subset of K∗∗. We assumed that K ′′

is a bad node. Hence, K∗∗ is a bad node by Lemma 11. There exists
another sequence of type K

E−→ K ′. It actually is K∗ E−→ K∗∗. This is a
contradiction to our assumption.

(iii) All outgoing edges from K ′ lead to bad nodes. That means, all events being
activated in K ′ lead to bad nodes. Let the state z′ ∈ K ′ be chosen arbitrarily.
Therefore it holds for all X ∈ (R(z′) ∪ S(z′)), that if K ′ X−→ K ′′, then K ′′ is
a bad node. We will now use the same argumentation for z′ as we have done
for z′ in (ii).

(iv) Contradiction since K is a good node after assumption.

We have assumed that K
E−→ K ′ with K being a good node and with K ′ being a

bad node and E ∈ R(K) is the last such sequence of nodes in IGc(N). We have
shown by items (ii).a, (ii).b and (iii).a, (iii).b that the sequence of nodes chosen
cannot be the last sequence with the properties assumed in IGc(N). By item (i) we
have shown, that if K ′ is a bad node, that K necessarily has to be a bad node as
well. So, we can conclude that there exists no sequence of nodes of type K

E−→ K ′

with K being a good node and K ′ is a bad node and E ∈ R(K). That is why, all
receiving events E ∈ R(K) have to lead to good nodes. ¤

Now we are ready to proof Proposition 5.
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Proof (Proposition 5): There exists a control strategy IGc(N) in the interac-
tion graph IG(N) of the oWFN N . Let IGrbs(N) be the reduced interaction graph
of N by Def. 21. It is to show that there exists a control strategy IGesc

(N) in
IGrbs(N).

The root nodes of the graphs IG(N), IGc(N) and IGrbs(N) are equal by Def. 21.
Let the root node of IGesc

(N) be equal to the root node of IGc(N). For every node
V with V ∈ IGc(N) and V ∈ IGrbs(N) and V is not a terminal node by Def. 7,
we add the successor nodes of V from IGc(N) to IGesc

(N), that are computed by
events E ∈ R(Zmax(V )) ∪ Srbs(V ).

We claim IGesc(N) is a control strategy in IGrbs(N). The root nodes of
IGesc

(N), IGrbs(N) and IGc(N) are equal by construction. If V is a node in IGc(N)
and if Srbs(V ) = S(V ) holds, then all successor nodes of V from IGc(N) were taken
into IGesc

(N). If on the other hand Srbs(V ) ⊂ S(V ) holds, those successor node
of V in IGc(N), that can be reached by events S(V ) \ Srbs(V ), were not added to
IGesc(N). By Def. 20 those events S(V )\Srbs(V ) are only activated by states in V ,
that activate receiving events as well. By Lemma 12 all receiving events of V lead
to nodes in IGc(N). If V is not a terminal node by Def. 7, there exists for every
maximal state in V at least one event, that leads to a node in IGc(N) and therefore
to a node in IGesc

(N) as well. If V is a terminal node by Def. 7, then V is a good
end node (Def. 8) by construction.

Consequently, there exists a control strategy IGesc(N) in IGrbs(N), if there is
a control strategy IGc(N) in IG(N). ¤

We have just shown that we can use the reduced interaction graph by Def. 21 for
the analysis of controllability of an oWFN.

4.4 Receiving events are activated

The controller can receive messages out of the set of states the oWFN is currently
in. So, in a way the controller gets information about which state the oWFN is
possibly in at that time.

There are maximal states in the current node, that activate receiving events. To
calculate the successor nodes we will summarize all receiving events being activated
in a maximal state of the node to one single receiving event.

Example 5. Figure 6 shows the oWFN N5 (Fig. 6(a)), its complete interaction graph
(Fig. 6(b)) and its reduced interaction graph (Fig. 6(c)). There are two maximal
states in the root node of the interaction graph – [a, b, p4] and [c, d, p4]. The first state
activates the receiving events ?a and ?b. The second state activates the receiving
events ?c and ?d. For the calculation of the successor nodes we now use the receiving
events ?a, ?b and ?c, ?d each as one receiving event. The edges of the reduced graph
therefore are labeled with ?a,b and ?c,d (see Fig. 6(c)). ?

We now define the set of reduced activated receiving events of a node in the inter-
action graph in such a way that it fullfills the properties we just described.

Definition 22 (Summarizing Receiving Events)
Let V be a node in the interaction graph of an oWFN N . The set of the reduced
activated receiving events Rsre(V )5 of a node V is defined as follows.

Rsre(V ) = {{
⋃
R(z)} | z ∈ Zmax(V ) ∧ ¬∃z′ ∈ (Zmax(V ) \ {z}) : R(z) ⊃ R(z′)}?

The set Rsre(V ) now contains all receiving events activated in V . Hereby, all re-
ceiving events of one maximal state in V are summarized to one single receiving
5 sre stands for ”Summarizing Receiving Events”
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event. If there are two states zi and zj in V , such that the set of receiving events of
zi (R(zi)) is a real subset of R(zj), we just add R(zi) to the set Rsre(V ).

Now we will define the reduced interaction graph by applying the set of receiving
events Rsre(V ) and the set of sending events S(Zmax(V )) to calculate its nodes.

Definition 23 (Reduction by Summarizing Receiving Events)
Let N be an oWFN with A(N) being its set of initial states. The set of the reduced
activated outgoing messages Rsre(K) of node K is calculated according to Def. 22.
The reduced interaction graph IGsre(N) of N is the directed graph [V, E] with
nodes V and edges E defined inductively as follows.

(i) The set of states A(N) is the root node of IGsre(N).
(ii) If K ∈ IGsre(N), K is not a terminal node by Def. 7 and there is a M ∈

(Rsre(K)∪S(Zmax(K))), then K ′ with K
M−→ K ′ is a node and [K,M, K ′] is

an edge in IGsre(N). ?

We will now show, that we can use the reduced interaction graph IGsre(N) for the
analysis of controllability of an oWFN N .

Proposition 13: Let N be an oWFN. If there is a control strategy in the interac-
tion graph IG(N), then there is a control strategy in IGsre(N). ?

Lemma 14: Letting the receiving events E ∈ {e1, . . . , en} occur sequentially leads
to the same node as having the receiving event E = {e1, . . . , en} occur. It holds: if
V0

e1−→ V1
e2−→ . . .

en−→ Vn, then V0
e1,...,en−−−−−→ Vn. ?

Proof (Lemma 14): We have by assumption: V0
e1−→ V1

e2−→ . . .
en−→ Vn and

V0
e1,...,en−−−−−→ V ′. It is to show: V ′ = Vn.

1. Vn ⊆ V ′. It holds by Proposition 1 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : Vi+ei ⊆ Vi−1. Let z ∈ Vn be
chosen arbitrarily. It holds for z: z+en ∈ Vn−1. Hence, z+en +en−1 + · · ·+e1 ∈
V0. Let z′ = z+en+en−1+· · ·+e1. z′ activates the receiving events {e1, . . . , en}.
Let ?E = {e1, . . . , en} be a receiving event. By Def. 6 we have for the set of
successor states V ′ of V if ?E occurs: V ′ = {z − E | z ∈ V ∧ z[E] ≥ 1}. There
is a state z′ in V , that complies with the necessary requirements. Therefore, we
can find a state z′ − e1 − · · · − en in V ′. This state is just z.

2. V ′ ⊆ Vn. By Proposition 1 V ′+e1+· · ·+en ⊆ V0 holds. Let z ∈ V ′ be arbitrarily
chosen. Hence, z0 = z + e1 + · · · + en ∈ V0. z0 activates the receiving events
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{e1, . . . , en}. By Def. 6 we have for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}: zi = zi−1 − ei. Therefore,
zn = z0 − e1 − · · · − en ∈ Vn is true. We further have z0 = zn + e1 + · · · + en

and z = zn. zn is in Vn by definition and zn is in V ′ by assumption. ¤

Proof (Proposition 13): There is a control strategy IGc(N) in the interaction
graph IG(N) of the oWFN N . IGsre(N) is the reduced interaction graph of N by
Def. 23. It is to show, that there exists a control strategy IGsrec

(N) in IGsre(N).
The root nodes of the graphs IG(N), IGc(N) and IGsre(N) are equal by Def. 23.

We set the root node of IGsrec
(N) equal to the root node of IGc(N). For every

node with V ∈ IGc(N) and V ∈ IGsre(N) and V is not a terminal node by Def. 7,
we add those successor nodes of V in IGc(N) to IGsrec(N) that can be reached by
events out of E ∈ Rsre(V ) and S ∈ Ssre(V ).

We claim that IGsrec
(N) is a control strategy in IGsre(N). By construction we

have: the root nodes of IGsrec(N), IGsre(N) and IGc(N) are the same. Let V be
a node in IGsrec

(N). By construction we have V ∈ IGc(N). The successor node of
V , being reached by events E ∈ Rsre(N), are in IGc(N) as well by Lemma 14 and
Lemma 12. Those successor nodes, that can be reached by sending events of V in
IGc(N), are in IGsrec

(N) by construction. If V is not a terminal node by Def. 7,
there is an event for every state in V , which leads to a node in IGsrec(N). If V is a
terminal end node, then V is a good end node according to Def. 8 by construction.

Therefore, if there is a control strategy IGc(N) in IG(N), then there is a control
strategy IGsrec(N) in IGsre(N). ¤

We have shown, that the reduced interaction graph by Def. 23 contains a control
strategy, if the complete interaction graph has a control strategy. So, we can use this
reduced interaction graph for analyzing the controllability property of an oWFN.

4.5 Combination of all Reduction Rules

In the last sections we have developed reduction rules. Then we have defined a
reduced interaction graph for each rule. Furthermore, we have shown, that each
reduced interaction graph can be used for the analysis of controllability of an oWFN.

In the following we will go one step further and combine the reduction rules
in order to get a more compact graph, which we then can use for the analysis of
controllability. As we have described already, we have integrated the first reduction
rule into the other rules. That means, all rules only consider the maximal states of
a node. We will now combine the reduction rules described in sections 4.2, 4.3 and
4.4.

The set Rred(V ) contains the reduced activated receiving events of a node in
the reduced graph.

Definition 24 (Reduced activated Receiving Events of a Node in IGred)
Let V be a node in the interaction graph IG(N). Rred(V ) is the set of the reduced
activated receiving events of node V .

Rred(V ) = Rsre(V )

The set Rsre(V ) is computed according to Def. 22. ?

For the calculation of the set Rred(V ) we use the reduction rule ”Summarizing
Receiving Events“. We set the set of events being calculated according to that rule
to the set Rred(V ).

We now want to calculate the set Sred(V ). This set contains the reduced acti-
vated sending events of a node in the reduced interaction graph.
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Definition 25 (Reduced activated Sending Events of a Node in IGred)
Let V be a node in the interaction graph IG(N). Sred(V ) is the set of the reduced
activated sending events in node V .

Sred(V ) = Snsa(V ) ∩ Srbs(V )

The sets Snsa(V ) and Srbs(V ) are calculated according to Def. 17 and Def. 20. ?

We combine the two rules ”Node- and Sending Event Analysis“ and ”Receiving be-
fore Sending“. We calculate the intersection of those sending events being activated
in V that (a) are not part of the black list of the node and (b) that are just activated
in states of V that do not activate receiving events.

Definition 26 (Reduced Interaction Graph)
Let N be an oWFN with A(N) being its set of initial states. The set of reduced
activated outgoing messages Rred(K) of node K is calculated according to Def. 24
and the set of reduced activated incoming messages Sred(K) of node K is calculated
according to Def. 25. The reduced interaction graph IGred(N) of N is a directed
graph [V, E] with nodes V and edges E and is defined inductively as follows.

(i) The set of states A(N) is the root node of IGred(N).
(ii) If K ∈ IGred(N) and

– K is not a bad end node by Def. 18 and K is not a terminal node by Def. 7
and there is an M ∈ (Rred(K) ∪ Sred(K)), then K ′ with K

M−→ K ′ is a
node and [K, M, K ′] is an edge in IGred(N).

– K is a bad end node by Def. 18, then no successor nodes are calculated.?

We will now show that we can use the interaction graph IGred(N) being calculated
by using all reduction rules for the analysis of controllability of an oWFN N .

Proposition 15: If there is a control strategy in the interaction graph IG(N), then
there is a control strategy in the reduced interaction graph IGred(N). ?

Proof (Proposition 15): Let IG(N) be the interaction graph of the oWFN N
with the control strategy IGc(N) according to Def. 12. Let IGred(N) be the reduced
interaction graph of N according to Def. 26. It is to show, that there exists a control
strategy IGredc(N) in IGred(N).

The root nodes of the graphs IG(N), IGc(N) and IGred(N) are the same by
Def. 26. We set the root node of IGredc(N) equal to the root node of IGc(N). For
every node V with the properties V ∈ IGc(N) and V ∈ IGred(N) and V is not
a terminal node by Def. 7, we add all those successor nodes of V from IGc(N) to
IGredc(N), that can be reached by events in S ∈ Sred(V ). Further, we add those
successor nodes of V from IGred(N) to IGredc(N) that can be reached by events
out of E ∈ Rred(V ).

It is to show now that IGredc(N) is a control strategy. The root nodes of
IGredc(N) and IGred(N) are the same by construction. Let V be a node in
IGredc(N). V is also a node in IGc(N) by construction. If V is not a terminal
node by Def. 7, then there is an event for every state in V , that leads to a node
in IGc(N). The successor nodes of V , that are computed by E ∈ Rred(V ) are
nodes of IGc(N) and therefore of IGredc(N) by Lemma 14 and Lemma 12. The set
Sred(V ) consists of the activated sending events of node V that are part of Srbs(V )
as well as Snsa(V ). By Def. 20 we have that the sending events of S(V ) \ Srbs(V )
are activated by those states only that activate receiving events as well. For every
such state there is by Def. 23 a receiving event in Rred(V ). According to Lemma 12
all receiving events lead to nodes in IGc(N). Out of all the sending events in the
set Srbs(V ) we pick those for the set Sred(V ) that are not part of the black list of
V . The sending events in the black list BL(V ) lead to bad nodes by Corollary 3.
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Therefore all sending events that lead to good nodes from V are not in BL(V ). So,
for every state in V there is at least one event, that leads to a node in IGc(N) and
hence, to a node in IGredc

(N) as well.
Consequently, there is a control strategy IGredc(N) in IGred(N) if there is a

control strategy IGc(N) in IG(N). ¤

We have just shown, that we can use the reduced interaction graph combining
all reduction rules of the previous sections for the analysis of controllability of an
oWFN.

5 Case Studies

The reduction rules presented in this paper have been implemented in Java. They
were integrated into the tool Workflow Modeling and Business Analysis Toolkit
for Web Services (Wombat4ws, [Mar03b,Mar03a]). Wombat4ws is a prototypical
application of a tool kit for the analysis of web services.

With the help of the implementation of the algorithms we could test the re-
duction rules in practice. Table 1 shows some of the results we obtained. As input
models we took processes from the BPEL specification [BIMS02] and from the PhD
thesis of Martens [Mar03a]. The table shows the number of nodes (#V) and the

oWFN compl. IG red. IG reduction [%] CG
Process Name #P #T #V #E #V #E #V #E #V #E

COP 33 20 83 192 9 9 89,2 95,3 31 40
PO 30 18 183 620 7 7 96,2 98,9 34 68
eCommerce I 29 16 95 230 13 15 86,3 93,5 25 30
eCommerce II 29 16 83 192 9 9 89,2 95,3 31 40
auction service 23 14 13 19 7 7 46,2 63,2 5 4

Table 1. Sizes of the communcation graph (CG), and the complete as well as the reduced
interaction graph (IG). COP stands for complex order process. The purchase order process
(PO) and the auction service were taken from the BPEL specification.

number of edges (#E) of the communicaton graph (CG), of the complete interaction
graph (IG), and of the reduced interaction graph for the respective model. Further
it depicts the number of places (#P) and the number of transitions (#T) of the
models.

As the case studies presented above show, the reduced interaction graph usu-
ally is smaller than the communication graph for the corresponding net. Besides
that, we have tested our techniques using several other case studies. All showing
the same result being compared to the corresponding communication graph. The
reduced interaction graph is significantly smaller than the communication graph for
most oWFNs. Currently, we work on finding more reduction rules in order to have
IG(N) ≤ CG(N), ∀ oWFN N measured by the number of nodes and edges of the
graphs.

5.1 Benefits of the Reduction Rules

In the following we will give a brief summary of scenarios in which the reduction
rules described in this paper will work best.

Maximal States. If the oWFN being analyzed consists of sending as well as of τ
transitions. That means, the nodes of the interaction graph contain transient states.
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Early Detection and Black List. There are sequences inside the oWFN that are
not controllable. In case that there is a sending event leading to a part of the
interaction graph that is not part of the control strategy, then there is a good
chance that the early detection as well as the black list analysis will detect that
event. Hence, the successor nodes and therefore that part of the graph will not be
calculated.

Receiving before Sending. The oWFN contains sequences of sending and receiving
transitions (in that order). Then we will find states that activate both kind of events.
Therefore, by letting the controller receive the message first, we make sure that the
successor node will not increase in size and we only calculate one successor node
even though both events are activated.

Summarizing Receiving Events. There are sequences of sending transitions in the
oWFN. Then we will summarize all receiving events being activated in one state
to a single receiving event. We only calculate one successor node instead of several
successor nodes for all receiving events activated in one state.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we presented a new possibility to analyze oWFNs – the analysis using
interaction graphs. The interaction graph depicts all the possible states of an oWFN
and the interaction with its controller in a very transparent way. In contrast to the
communication graphs developed in [Mar03a] the nodes of the (complete) interac-
tion graph show all possible states of the net. This way it is easy to understand the
behavior of the net with respect to its interaction with the controller.

By analyzing the graph we have focused on one property of oWFNs – con-
trollability. We have formalized how this property can be verified using interaction
graphs. Therefore we defined a subgraph with certain properties, the so-called con-
trol strategy.

Since it was our goal to develop an efficient method for the controllability anal-
ysis, we have defined reduction rules for the interaction graphs. For every rule we
have proven that the reduced graph can still be used for the controllability analysis.
At the end we have defined an interaction graph based on the combination of all
reduction rules. Our case studies show that the theoretical assumptions we have
made while developing the reduction rules indeed work very well in practice.

7 Future Work

We currently adapt the results shown in this paper to a more liberal version of
oWFNs. That is, as we have stated already, we want to permit final markings that
do not necessarily leave the interface places empty. So far we have only considered
acyclic nets. Therefore, we want to modify the techniques we have developed to fit
to cyclic oWFNs as well.

Besides that, we will put more effort in finding other reduction rules. One of our
goals hereby is to adapt the partial order reduction [Val88] to fit our needs.
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